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Terra Vonnel and the Skulls of Aries; a thrilling high-seas

adventure seen through the eyes of seventeen year old

pirate Terra Vonnel, better known as the Sea Vixen. The

roguish, yet charming girl has finally found one of the

legendary Skulls of Aries, the greatest mystery known to

man. With time running out she must now steal the

remaining Skull from her vicious vampire nemesis, Count

Dragos, and travel to Mount Aries to unlock the Gate of

Monticule, which holds the Orb of Time. 

But what the Sea Vixen and her valiant crew do not know is

something waits for them in the shadows of Mount Aries-

something so unimaginable that no one has lived to tell

about it. Full of excitement, the Skulls of Aries is an epic,

breathtaking voyage packed with suspense-filled

adventure, sword-clashing action, mystery and

unforgettable characters!

Terra Vonnel and the Skulls of Aries is narrated by Michelle

Sparks. Michelle has voiced hundreds of web campaigns,

documentaries, video games and commercials for clients

including: Wells Fargo, The New York Times, Wacom, American Family Insurance, BMW,

McDonald's, Old Navy, Minute Maid, Kohl's, Bloomingdale's, Walgreens, Subway, Lowe's and the

list goes on. 

Michelle studied voice over for Commercials, Animation, Interactive Gaming and Audio Books

with many talented teachers from some of the most reputable schools and studios in Los

Angeles including: Steven Toblovski, Melique Berger, Robert Clotworthy and Steve Staley at

Kalmenson & Kalmenson, Huck Liggett at Voicecaster, Steven Reisberg from the TGMD Talent



Agency and the renowned voice over actor Pat Fraley.

D.C. Akers was born in Texas. After spending several years working in accounting, Akers began to

pursue his childhood dream of becoming a writer. 

"My goal is always to bring readers to the edge of their seats with a gripping, fast-paced journey

filled with the fantastic and the unexpected. People like to escape, and I want to give them some

place amazing to escape to."

Terra Vonnel and the Skulls of Aries – The audiobook (ISBN-13: 978-0984587100) is available now

at: Amazon.com, Audible.com.com and iTunes.com.

Cover art for Terra Vonnel and the Skulls of Aries was developed and created by Linda M. Jones

(sheblackdragon.com).
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